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Here you can find the menu of Provence in Cape May Court House. At the moment, there are 18 courses and
drinks on the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Provence:

Wonderful dining experience. All courses creative and delicious. Loved the mushroom soup and apple pavlova.
Complimentary courses were delicious. Very nice menu for restaurant week December 2022. I don’t eat raw

fish/meat so I love when their menu has enough options for me to warrant a visit! So happy to have this
restaurant in Middle Twp. read more. The restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a

wheelchair or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about Provence:
silvester 7 curs dinner was one of the best meals I had everywhere. our reservation was at 7:00 a.m. and we

went only at 10:30 a.m. the relaxed tempo of the meal made it even more pleasant. our server max was fantastic
and explains every cure in detail. the Provence is excellent and our favorite restaurant in nj. read more. Different

exquisite French menus are served in Provence from Cape May Court House, Moreover, the enchanting
desserts of the house shine not only in the eyes of our little guests. Of course, we must not forget the large

diversity of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant.
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Desser�
COOKIES

Soup
MUSHROOM SOUP

Ope� Sandwic�
CROQUE MADAME

Frenc�
CROISSANT

Plate� Brunc�
WAFFLE

Coffe�
ESPRESSO

COFFEE

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

DUCK

BUTTER

ESCARGOT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

SOUP

DESSERTS

BREAD
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Opening Hours:
Saturday 09:00-14:00 17:30-
20:30
Sunday 09:00-14:00 17:30-20:30
Wednesday 17:30-20:30
Thursday 17:30-20:30
Friday 17:30-20:30
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